As the essay unfolds below, I will be exploring ways in which the innovative qualities of this landscape and the ways in which it was used both embrace and refract some of the most dynamic currents in eighteenth-century British culture. These range from evolving notions of privacy, property, gender, and domesticity to complex shifts in understanding the production of the self. In larger terms, I am also interested in the general question of how built space-architecture, landscape, urban space, and so on-serves not only to define and police existing social relations, but also in times of change serves as an exploratory and experimental genre for addressing new problems and challenges; this is the light in which I am approaching the work of one bourgeois gentleman in his landscape at the Leasowes.
LANDSCAPING A PRIVATE NARRATIVE
It has long been recognized that eighteenth-century England was a principal stage for the development of modern social, economic, and political structures-articulated in considerable measure through emerging notions of private property, of labor as property of the individual, and of economic prosperity as the realization of individuals' self-interest. Implications of this growing emphasis on the private individual extended in profound ways to all spheres of society.5 Capitalism, for example, required the devaluation of systems of social hierarchy and state authority in favor of understanding society as comprised of individuals fully sovereign over themselves, who were at liberty (indeed, increasingly obligated) to articulate their own identities in terms of class, gender, education, taste, occupation, nationality, and other socially variable criteria. Property, in turn-newly defined as that which one could individually "possess" by virtue of one's labor-became an essential instrument for this exercise of personal liberty.6 Implicit, and sometimes explicit, in these structural shifts were profound changes and challenges to one's personal understanding of self and identity.
Western thought has wrestled with the political and existential implications of such personal autonomy ever since, but I want to remain focused on initial, eighteenth-century responses that were executed in a material form. Specifically, I am interested in examining the means by which landscape-part of the material environment in which we physically exist, and which we shape in order to articulate and regulate our existence-became instrumental to the fabrication of solutions to the shifting problematics of personal identity. In particular, I am exploring here the rise of a discrete type of private landscape garden in mid-eighteenth-century England, the circuit-walk garden, as a response to that problematics.
Only a handful of circuit-walk gardens are known to have been constructed in England in the eighteenth century. Along with the Leasowes, those at Stourhead and Painshill are the best known; all these were laid out on the estates of bourgeois gentlemen during the early 1740s to early 1760s.7 As a type, the circuit-walk garden can be defined as a tract of private land adjacent to a residence, traversed by a walk or path that served as a prescribed route about the premises in a closed loop or circuit.8 The walk itself, available for the personal use of the proprietor and his guests, could be studded with vistas, monuments, and other scenes and structures that would concentrate the attention of the viewer on particular ideas, memories, or feelings. One principal characteristic of these landscapes was that they were fashioned in a distinctly insular manner: the very closure of the circuit itself effected an inward focus, while a host of landscaping techniques intensified the sense of a sequestered locale, well suited to the private and contemplative activities for which it was reserved. And the fact that the path, as a circuit, prescribed a unitary, closed-ended journey, allowing the visitor to see every feature of the garden, afforded a sense of a complete, and completed, experience.
One of the basic techniques for articulating this insular, private space in circuit-walk gardens was to render a very clear demarcation between the contemplative domain within the boundaries of the landscape garden and the economically productive domains beyond. In some cases hedges and copses might be used to screen farm or pastureland from view, occasionally just a few feet away from where the visitor would stand. In other cases the viewer's path would lead through woods or below ridges that would prevent sight of the landscape beyond. And when the viewer emerged into a clearing or onto a crest providing a wider view, the boundaries between landscape garden and productive land were well demarcated: lakes, rivers, hedges, rows of trees, fences, walls, all served to differentiate the garden from the "outside." Such devices generally established a more emphatic division than required simply to keep animals or people in one domain from trespassing in the other. The point was to maintain clearly the landscape garden's integrity and its dissociation from the landscape of capitalized production beyond.
Sometimes, plots of land within the landscape garden would be devoted to vineyards or pastures; the visitor might even traverse meadows, fields, or vineyards as part of the circuit. But such plots were incorporated purposefully as pastoral moments: the prevailing theme was not labor or profit but rather bounty, tranquillity, and otium.9 Likewise, on most occasions when views of productive landscape might be available from within the landscape garden, they were carefully framed in a manner that, from the visitor's standpoint in the aestheticized private domain, visually subordinated that external domain in which profit, capital, and labor prevailed. The visitor thus was afforded the realization that pursuits of leisure, while requiring physical as well as mental effort (e.g., in making the rounds of the circuit walk), still transcended pursuits of labor. In short, the landscape garden reinforced in material terms, albeit in a fictive manner, the notion of the individual as anterior to, superior to, and detachable from the economic nexus "beyond" and "below."
The defining characteristic of this type of garden was the circuit path: functionally it served the purpose of tying all objects and views, and the visitor's attendant experiences, into a unitary sequence. The visitor undertook such a sequence progressively: a proper visit to the garden, which at a minimum required several hours, involved a linear process of walking from one site or encounter to the next, the experience of each setting the context for those to follow. Moreover, to journey through an entire circuit was to engage in a variety of activities, ranging from the physical travail of walking and climbing to experiencing the pleasures of visual stimulation and intellectual expansion, in the process passing through multiple emotional highs and lows, all nevertheless tied together in patterns and sequences that, ideally, added up to a coherent and meaningful whole. The Part of what distinguished a circuit-walk garden such as the Leasowes was the sense of connection and cohesion that a tour of the circuit provided. The fact that the walk was designed for individual perambulation-as a personal experience-points to the principal locus in which that cohesion was anchored, the self. The value to be sought in a tour of such a garden lay especially in opportunities for integrating into one's own life the travails, pleasures, and associations experienced along the way. This would be achieved synergistically, through a combination of walking, climbing, and other physical activities, together with the intellectual and emotional expansion arising from experiences along the way and from passing time in an inwardly directed contemplative mode. The resulting rich and focused narrative could then serve to address aspirations, desires, doubts, obligations, and other such concerns in the visitor's own life.
Making the journey of the circuit, in other words, was more than a pleasant scenic excursion; if one took the process seriously, the garden offered a substantial apparatus for exploring aspects of one's own selfhood dynamically, through time, effort, and experience-a selfhood that could be further expanded and reinforced regularly by the very act of walking the circuit again. In the opening pages of his Description of Hagley, Envil, and the Leasowes (circa 1777), Heely also made explicit the special character of Shenstone's landscape. He described the journey from the city of Birmingham to the country site of the Leasowes as a transition from the rather dreary domain of labor to a doubly delightful domain of pastoral plenty and aesthetic grandeur: hermeneutics, or do spatial forms, settings, and relationships constitute a separate, independent, and possibly prior structure whose role is equal to or even greater than that of language?17 Although these issues are clearly larger than can be addressed adequately in this essay, they nevertheless frame my discussion of the Leasowes, and so they bear brief discussion here. Work in cultural anthropology and psychoanalytically informed architectural theory has begun to explore some of these questions in depth, showing that spatial forms and relations have a discrete and necessary role in the articulation of human consciousness, and do so in a manner quite distinct from verbal language.18 On the other hand, poststructuralist literary criticism offers persuasive arguments that human practices, including the material acts of daily life, are in some respects rendered meaningful through a literary-verbal syntax. In particular, Michel de Certeau's inquiries into the "practices of space" suggest that urban daily life garners considerable significance when recognized as "pedestrian speech acts" that can be knit together into "walking rhetorics."19 Unlike architectural semioticians who have analyzed the daily encounter of built space in terms of largely fixed significances,20 de Certeau's analysis suggests that the iterative and performative aspects of daily life have an instrumental role in the production of knowledge and consciousness: they provide for a broad range of signifying practices that may embrace, amplify, inflect, contradict, and even transform the ostensibly fixed significance of objects in built space. One advantage of such an analysis is that it respects personal agency. The individual is not a pawn or puppet of the architectural discourse, nor does architecture necessarily have any essential significance apart from its engagement with the "rhetorics" of daily human practice. A person's daily practices thus can be regarded as articulating a narrative that engages built surroundings in a continuous process of producing and negotiating meaning. In this respect de Certeau points the way to a more appropriate apparatus for approaching the study of landscape gardens such as Shenstone's: first, through his insistence that the engagement of built space is a matter of practices, as opposed to a conceptual encounter of a fixed visual apparatus; and second, by arguing that those practices amount to the construction of "stories," or a narrative, on the part of the individual. Joined with an understanding of space as a medium for the structure of human consciousness, the notion of practice affords an approach to landscape that is participatory, dynamic, and a synthesis of multiple perspectives.
JOURNEYS TO AND THROUGH THE LEASOWES
Such an approach allows us to recognize a visit to the Leasowes not simply as an encounter with an environment rich in literary content, but also as a participatory act of spatial articulation in three distinct respects. First, the architecture, sculpture, and landscaping of the site all served as part of a spatial ensemble that not only articulated the dimensions and parameters of the visitor's experience, but also cued and facilitated the visitor's choices and actions. Second, a visit required physical exertion, including such tasks as climbing hills and balancing on narrow footholds, as well as inhaling the scents and feeling the textures of surrounding objects. This afforded a material dimension in which the visitor could internalize the experience of the landscape. All this conduced quite effectively to apprehending and remembering the landscape in personal, individual terms. Third, a visit was not a single static event but rather a sequentially connected series of events. To regard the visit as a journey, during which a visitor implicitly constructed a personal narrative, radically shifted the terms of hermeneutic inquiry away from the garden as a static set piece, a didactic tableau available for the passive edification of the spectator. Instead, sites such as the Leasowes were suited to the active and original participation of the visitor, engaged in a comparatively much more venturesome quest for a lived personal journey.
Viewed in this light, a significant aspect of the landscape at the Leasowes (as at other landscape gardens) was its capacity to facilitate the narrative figuration of identity. Three decades earlier, authors of literary texts had begun to develop narrative techniques for refashioning the terms in which production of identity was understood.21 Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (1719), an early and pivotal instance, took the form of an autonarrative-an apparatus through which an isolated individual was able to explore the articulation of identity in a restricted locale. Prefiguring comparable experiences undertaken by visitors to midcentury landscape gardens such as the Leasowes, Robinson's chronicle became, in the words of Michael McKeon, "an 'auto-didactic' and secular act of self-creation."22 Here, as in the landscape garden, was the recognition of a crucial premise: that both the opportunity and the responsibility for fashioning identity now were tied to the private individual.
Visitors to landscape gardens, like the readers of Robinson Crusoe, juggled a host of fictive constructs and imaginative techniques in exploring the dimensions of identity. And landscape gardens, especially those prescribing a certain route or circuit, had a distinct advantage over textual modes of pursuing such an inquiry: the necessary activity of moving from place to place constantly resituated the body, the gaze, and their frames of reference. This added activity bore two distinct consequences. First, it engaged the physical self in tandem with the intellectual, binding them in a single enterprise. And second, events in the narrative and their consequences became bound to the individual's physical and perceptual capacities. In sum, the process of visiting such a landscape garden rendered palpable the notion that self and identity no longer were matters of nominally fixed orders of being, but rather of journeys-unceasing, unpredictable, and in significant measure dependent on the specific endeavors of the journeyer for their outcome.23
Consequently I want to examine the garden landscape at the Leasowes more closely in terms of its capacity to support the rich and complex process of authoring selfhood. It did so in a triple fashion: first, by making an extensive apparatus of literary, historical, and personal allusions available to the visitor; second, by using the landscape to shape the physical experience of the visitor; and third, by affording structured opportunities for visitors to consolidate their intellectual, emotional, and physical experiences. The result was that visitors would be challenged-indeed required-as part of a garden tour to fabricate narratives according to a host of physical, visual, aural, olfactory, textural, mnemonic, literary-allusive, and other cues.
Responses would be specific to each individual, based on their varying feelings, knowledge, and conditioning, the circumstances of their visit, and so forth; it was, in other words, always a personal narrative. Nevertheless, it always was equally a product of the garden itself, based on the limited selection of temples, seats, bowers, inscriptions, and so on, that the walk provided, and the way in which those features were sequenced and orchestrated with the landscape.
WALKING, TALKING, WRITING
In practice, the Leasowes was not entirely the sole preserve of its owner. In addition to a steady stream of local visitors, the Leasowes also was visited by individuals and small groups from all over Britain who set out on lengthy tours to visit this and other famous houses and landscape gardens. And while much scholarship on the Leasowes has proceeded on the premise that all of the objects, settings, and inscriptions had fixed meanings that the visitor was obliged to follow as if there were a script, I would like to argue that this landscape actually provided a setting in which the visitor had considerable hermeneutic autonomy. Indeed, any site or object afforded the opportunity to raise a fair range of meanings. In Shenstone's own words, a considerable aspect of "ruinated structures," for example, was "the latitude they afford the imagination ... to recollect any events or circumstances appertaining to their pristine grandeur." In other words, the value of objects was stimulative within a certain range of possibilities, not restrictive or prescriptive.24 And so whatever meanings visitors might derive were not necessarily oriented to Shenstone's personal literary and social world, although that might remain a response preferred by some; the landscape could also facilitate quite different reactions according to a given person's own learning, history, taste, aspirations, and other characteristics.
Much of the rationale for presuming a fixed meaning resides in the fact that Shenstone's publisher, Robert Dodsley, incorporated an extensive account of the landscape into the posthumous collection of Shenstone's Works issued in 1764. Eager to affirm Shenstone's ability to "discover and improve" the "natural beauties" of the site and to "give them their full effect," Dodsley no doubt was inclined to paint the effects of Shenstone's work in terms as precise and definite as possible. The result was, in effect, an official map cast in explicit terms, which ever since has been read all too frequently as if the circuit journey should have been conducted rather like a present-day visit to an art museum, noting and identifying objects in the manner of a connoisseur. But Dodsley's account cannot substitute for the actual experience. Indeed, at a point very early in the process of laying out the In the above instances, as in the rest of Thomas Hull's manuscript, his use of baby talk enhanced his engagement with the site by allowing him to articulate a degree of personal intimacy impossible in standard literary prose. As he put it, baby talk was a medium that facilitated expression of honesty, artlessness, and love. But more than that, the fact that he recounted the whole circuit of the garden in such terms, bringing along his beloved "Zattoo" every step of the journey, rendered the landscape itself an instrument for articulating uncommon dimensions of intimacy. Hull provided here a translation of an inscription from Virgil: Nor were women instrumental in the conception and design of any major landscape gardens. Even in Austen's novels, men were still the "improvers." Women were capable of assessing the results with some critical expertise, though in so doing they were beholden to prevailing masculine categories of analysis such as "sublime" or "beautiful."31 Thus in touring gardens, it was men who set both the agenda and the terms in which it would be pursued; the role of woman was circumscribed by and subordinated to those very terms.
Such a gendering of landscape is attributable, in part, to the fact that architecture and landscape were masculine professions and that women were seldom the principal proprietors of substantial estates. But it is attributable as well to the peculiar nature of identity construction in the early English Enlightenment: political writers such as Locke, though arguing the autonomy of human consciousness, nevertheless insisted on the origins of political power in domestic patriarchy and on maintaining "the Power that every Husband hath to order the things of private Concernment in his Family."32 Locke and those who followed him also understood land-as-property as an institution integral to such a patriarchal polity. And so land itself was readily understood as instrumental in articulating the role of the patriarchal male.
Turning once again to the account of Thomas Hull, the most vivid respect in which it bespeaks a gendered landscape is through the actual uses that he made of the Leasowes. He treated the site as an instrument for articulating not only a highly masculine self, but also a distinctly gendered relationship with his lover. On the one hand, he made a considerable show of his erudition, displaying his knowledge of literary discourse, translating Latin inscriptions, and counseling the most appropriate interpretations and reactions for given texts and objects. He also made clear his knowledge of landscape "art," suggesting appropriate ways of apprehending various scenes, settings, and natural objects: On the other hand, in addition to his role as authority, arbiter, pedagogue, and aesthete-traits all coded "masculine" in the eighteenth century-he also articulated the relationship between himself and his lover in fully gendered terms. Clearly Hull was the teacher, the one who was in full command of the itinerary and who showed his companion the way. He also was her protector, repeatedly cautioning her at difficult or dangerous places, and offering assistance in negotiating them-hardly necessary in an epistolary account, unless gendering the relationship was a focal aspect of the excursion. But most telling of all, he was the master-endearing himself to his beloved through baby talk, to be sure, but repeatedly and consistently authoring her response to him as "Zattoo" (a pet or baby name) who replies to her "Masser" in baby language, thereby articulating a subordinate, if not infantile, relation to Hull.
Even more remarkable, Hull's letter shows us that, contrary to modern presumptions about the domestic realm, it served not uncommonly as a prominent site for the production of masculine identity. Much scholarship has focused on the eighteenth-century genesis of a split between the public sphere, or male realm, and the domestic sphere, understood as the site for the construction of a new, "domestic" female identity.34 Well into the second half of that century, however, it is clear that a considerable portion of the domestic realm was yet reserved for the construction of male identity-and explicitly so, given the manner in which specifically male characteristics such as authority, arbiter, teacher, protector, master, and so on, were articulated through a process of contradistinction from their female opposites.35 Nature itself, the material of which "landscapes" and landscape gardens are fabricated, is genderless prior to human intervention. Nor does such intervention necessarily impose an essential genderedness on the site. Rather, it is the uses to which the site is put, and the conventions according to which it is characterized and experienced, that render it a gendered space. Nor does gendered space simply remain an inert product of such discursive practices; it also plays an instrumental role in the production and reproduction of gender. At the Leasowes, as with other such landscapes, it is thus appropriate to describe the landscape not simply as gendered but as gendering: it afforded opportunities to those who made its rounds to explore and physically perform certain aspects of their gender identity. Hull did so, in this case, by displaying his "mastery" of literature and aesthetics, as well as by directly incorporating the topographic, literary, and architectural features of the garden in his patronizing and authoritative manner of escorting his lover; other visitors here and elsewhere would readily make similar use of such features to perform comparably gendered roles. Nevertheless, during the eighteenth century, as now, the matter of gender identity was not always so simple as the heterosexual pairing that Hull proffered in his letter. One cannot presume that Hull's introduction of a female partner into his account represented the only manner of articulating one's gender in such a landscape. Indeed, it is significant that some of the foremost examples of circuit-walk gardens-Stourhead, Painshill, the Leasowes-were created by men who were widowed or unmarried while creating their landscapes.
Space does not permit a full examination of individual circumstances in each of these cases, ranging from bereavement to homosexuality, but none of these men had a close heterosexual partner when he embarked on such an extensive, expensive landscaping project. Simplistically, one could argue that the energy that would have gone into such a relationship was "displaced" into aesthetic or horticultural activities by building a garden. But this discounts the full breadth of psychological engagement and support that such a garden, once completed, could provide. Indeed, it is a stronger argument that the garden served in part to sustain the particular forms of masculinity that each of these owners had already articulated and would continue to live for the remainder of their lives. Kames's ideal garden, in other words, would be one that offered the visitor the most diverse rangd of opportunities for emotional expansion. Kames was silent on the greater purpose of such expansion, although in the case of a winter garden, at least, the goal was not only to achieve certain mental states but also to stimulate thinking of a higher order, "a fine tone of mind for meditation and reasoning."40 The underlying presumption remains clear: that the private production of emotion was highly valued, particularly if undertaken in a locale such as a garden-where the isolated self became the preferred site for emotions to be concentrated and assimilated according to one's needs and predilections.
AUTONOMY, EMOTION, AND THE HERMITAGE
By 1770 Thomas Whately, author of Observations on Modern Gardening, extended the discussion over landscape gardening from the production of emotional states to the articulation of distinct modes of consciousness. He drew a critical distinction between two very different ways in which landscape gardens engaged the observer: on the one hand, by using objects bearing allusive references as emblematic devices, and on the other hand, by providing environments that stimulate emotive expression.4 Whately illustrated that distinction in remarks on a specific type of building found in numerous midcentury landscape gardens-hermitages. "A hermitage," he stated, "is the habitation of a recluse; it should be distinguished by its solitude, and its simplicity." Against that standard-one that facilitated the stimulation of a clear and specific set of emotions privately, in an isolated setting-he contrasted the tendency for some hermitages to be furnished with "crucifixes, hour-glasses, beads, and every other trinket which can be thought of." He disparaged such collections of objects on the ground that they were "artificial," but also made the larger point that they diverted one's attention from "enjoying the retreat," i.e., experiencing the range of emotions that being in such a reclusive situation would produce.42 In other words, the associative and allusive ("emblematic") trains of thought that he attributed to "trinkets" were a different order of consciousness from the "expressive" potential of landscape, a difference to which I will return.
It is significant that Whately chose a hermitage to illustrate his argument, for two reasons. First, the hermitage is both an icon and a locale tied to the exploration of personal identity. To become a hermit per se was hardly the objective of eighteenth-century landowners, landscapists, visitors, or tourists; nevertheless, hermitages appeared frequently in midcentury landscapes, painted as well as built. In considerable measure this was due to the heuristic value afforded by the hermit in his hermitage-an individual voluntarily located in primitive isolation for the purpose of engaging a deeper, perhaps more essential consciousness43-serving as an object of contemplation and reflection for the proprietor (or visitor) making the rounds of the garden. In effect, regarding the hermit provided the solitary onlooker an opportunity to regard himself: to reflect, from close range, on his own solitary progress through life, for which the garden walk was a trope; and to ponder the process of forging one's own identity, the trope for which was the life of the hermit.44 As Enlightenment ideology increasingly construed the articulation of identity as a private responsibility, the figure of the hermit Whately's discussion of landscape hinged on the assertion of a distinction that was in fact problematic: intellectual stimulation by allusive means ("emblem"), versus generation of emotions through visual orchestration of "natural" elements ("expression"). In practice, these were by no means mutually exclusive; indeed, they were employed simultaneously at the Leasowes.5 But Whately's analytical overreach did not compromise the larger significance of his argument: that the landscape garden should be understood as a site, like a hermitage, removed from the nexus of public life and social order, where the isolated individual could be "free" to pursue a solitary process of intellectual, imaginative, and emotional expansion tied to the production of a private identity. 
TABLEAU, THEATER, PERFORMANCE

CONCLUSION: PERFORMANCE, PLACE, AND AUTONOMY
To be sure, a garden such as the Leasowes was not a site for the construction of anyone's entire identity; its value lay rather in the degree to which it could facilitate personal articulation of certain dimensions, e.g., gender, privacy, friendship, desire, and so on. What is remarkable, though not surprising, is that the private landscape garden became identified as the proper site for such pursuits, and that they were facilitated there in such an isolated manner. Such a role for landscape derived, in part, from the Enlightenment's increasing emphasis on autonomy as a crucial component of the self, both in economic and legal terms, and in cognitive terms. The very notion of the individual self depended on the privatization of the landscape as property. As Locke influentially argued in 1690, terrain appropriated personally by an individual, through the application of personal labor, would necessarily become private territory, and thus that individual's personal property, distinct and detached from all other interests, including the public or collective interest. The right to appropriate land, to convert it to one's own personal use, to retain possession of its produce, to bar others from it, and ultimately to alienate or dispose of it-in other words, to convert land to private property-all these rights derived from a single act, the application of one's own labor to the land.
house and the garden chief among them) were instruments for the construction and differentiation of that identity. The very notion of an autonomous self, and of property as a process of individual alienation by that self, predisposed ordinary relations between the human being and the landscape to be construed in terms of individual proprietorships. In other words, the paradigm was established that a relation between a person and a plot of land was a private one. This, in turn, sustained a greater propensity to understand individuals spatially as each in one's own "private sphere," preferably making use of specific parcels of land-i.e., capital instruments-that belonged to them as property.
Property thus became a critical instrument by which the newly emerging "private sphere," heretofore ill-demarcated, could be defined and given material form. In the case of bourgeois landowners-not least Shenstone at the Leasowes, Hoare at Stourhead, and Hamilton at Painshill-the role of the landscape qua property was the counter- 
